**Laser Scissors**

Now, anybody can cut a straight line because built into this super sharp scissors is a pinpoint laser that absolutely allows to cut perfectly straight every time. Simply aim the scissors and follow the line. No marking, no crooked cuts. Made of stainless steel with an ergonomic handle. Works on fabric or paper and takes two LR44 batteries (included). This amazing pair of scissors features a built-in push button laser beam mounted on the handle, which will provide a bright, illuminated line to “guide” you with pin-point accuracy. Great for crafts, classroom use and office work.

**USB Desktop Aquarium**

The calming benefits of pet ownership can now be yours in the office, without the hassle of pet dander on your suit. This miniature fish tank comes complete with a USB power connector, under-gravel filtration system and low voltage pump, allowing your new cube-mate to be comfortable as well as decorative. The unit is also a multifunction penholder, featuring an LCD calendar with time/date and week/temperature, as well as alarm clock with snooze feature and countdown timer.

**Hand Held Digital Microscope**

Great product for teens as well as adults for education, discovery, work and fun. This innovative microscope design allows to view specimens or objects on a computer screen and to take snapshot images or short videos using the built-in flash memory. A rugged, metal stand is included for holding the microscope steady at various positions for viewing and/or imaging. The microscope is ideally suited for examining objects such as coins, stamps, rocks, relics, insects, plants, gems, circuit boards, various materials, skin and many other objects. Also, you can examine specimen slides at low and high powers.

**USB Mini Vacuum Cleaner**

It’s a compact but mighty tool that gets the job done, proving once and for all that size doesn’t matter – at least when it comes to desktop vacuums. To use it, simply connect the Vacuum to the USB port of the laptop or PC. No need of external power source, just plug straight into any USB port. It has two Vacuum cleaning attachments included – one bristle brush and another flexible rubber. High-power button is pressed to increase suction power, for vacuuming heavier dirt and dust. Use keyboard attachment rubber to vacuum the dust & other particles trapped underneath the keyboard keys.